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JIMMY SCOTSMAN KNEW he’d entered a different world when he closed the car door. It was the 

softness of it. The solid, muted sound. Not like the car he’d driven through college, no—this was more 

like a hatch on a spacecraft, sliding with a gentle but secure precision into its sealed, airtight, locked 

position. This hatch, however, was upholstered with hand-stitched, cappuccino-colored leather. The 

handle itself was crafted of burled mahogany—real mahogany, not a veneer. And inside, when he sat 

down, the cowhide bucket seat seemed to embrace him. As soon as the door shut, the noise of the street 

was muted. And so was the heat. The sedan was a veritable cocoon of comfort and silence. Even the 

seatbelt locked with a subtle, satisfying click, the buckle engineered to provide an ergonomic experience. 

The engine, which packed enough horsepower to conquer the Autobahn, purred as they pulled away 

from the curb, and despite the manhole covers and uneven pavement, Jimmy barely felt the road 

beneath him. It was like riding on silk. In fact, he felt himself sliding a bit on the seat in his brand new, 

custom tailored navy blue suit and stiff, shiny black dress shoes. He’d certainly been in expensive cars 

and he’d worn fashionable clothes. But this was different. This was the big time.  

Next to him in the driver’s seat, Frank Patterson drummed his fingers on the steering wheel. His 

sterling silver cufflink caught the sun in a point of white light. Frank was not too much older than 

Jimmy—at thirty-six, it was only a fourteen-year difference—but it might as well have been a lifetime. 

Frank existed on a different plane. He was married. He had a baby. He was also a senior assets 

manager at Anders & Scotsman, the investment management firm that Jimmy’s uncle, Marty Scotsman, 

had founded with Rick Anders more than twenty years ago in 1988.   

Jimmy knew all of this not because Frank had told him, but rather because he’d done his homework 

in preparation for the interview last month. The older executive had been curt and polite during the 

lunch interview, asking a few predictable questions, occasionally looking at his watch and giving, 
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unmistakably, the impression that he had someplace far more important to be. And it was Frank 

Patterson who had called him the following evening to tell him he had the job. Jimmy had detected 

little to no enthusiasm on the line, though, and he’d already gotten the distinct impression that Frank 

didn’t like him.  

 

* 

 

Uncle Marty had warned him about this back at Christmas when he’d first decided to apply for the 

opening at Anders & Scotsman. “They’re gonna give you a hard time, kid. Expect it. They’re gonna 

assume I’m hiring you just because you’re my nephew.” 

“Are you?” Jimmy had asked, handing Marty the highball he’d made for him. 

His uncle had looked at him with raised eyebrows. “Look. I like you, Jim. You’re my favorite 

nephew. And I’d probably find a way to help you no matter what. But the truth is, I want to hire you 

because you’ve carried a three-nine in finance at Princeton, okay?” 

“Right.” 

“And when they give you a hard time, just remember that. I don’t hire idiots, Jimmy. Even if they’re 

family.” 

And then, after a substantial swig of the drink, he’d winked, adding in a low voice that Jimmy wasn’t 

sure was joking, “Besides, if you screw up too much, I’ll just fire ya.” He’d tousled Jimmy’s hair and 

chuckled.  

 

* 

 

But now, as Frank Patterson turned on the radio, tuned to a classic rock station, and raised the 

volume, it was fairly clear that he didn’t want to talk to Jimmy. Feeling awkward, though, Jimmy tried 

anyway.  

“Mr. Patterson, I—”  
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Frank turned down the radio as they came to a red light. “What’s that?” 

“Oh. I just wanted to say I appreciate you coming to pick me up. I mean, I could’ve taken the 

subway no problem.” 

Frank craned his head to look up at the traffic light above them. “Nah, kid. It’s fine. First big 

company lunch, you get to arrive in style, right?” 

“I know, I just feel bad. All this midday traffic.” 

“It’s New York. Get used to it.” He laughed sardonically.  

“Right.”  

Jimmy knew his Uncle Marty was out of town and wouldn’t be at lunch, and he wondered who else 

would be joining them.  

“So who’s gonna be at—” 

Frank raised a finger as he pulled his vibrating cell phone from his pocket. He took the call. “Yeah,” 

he said. “Ten minutes. Maybe a little more. Depends on the traffic.” He thumbed through some other 

messages on his phone, dividing his attention between that and driving. After a few moments he put the 

phone back in his pocket. Jimmy was about to repeat his question, about who was going to be at this 

company lunch meeting, but then Frank turned the radio up.  

Jimmy took the hint, looked out the passenger window, and watched the city go by.  

 

* 

 

It was one of those Park Avenue restaurants where you only eat if you’re dressed like Jimmy and 

Frank and you arrive in a car worth more than average people make in a year. It was on the third floor, 

and the elevator had hardwood flooring and a built-in fountain—yes, a fountain in the elevator—that 

cascaded water over a rectangle of polished slate. In the restaurant itself, every surface was fine-tuned, 

polished, and luxurious. Everything was white and silver, with occasional shades of gray. In keeping 

with the motif, the art on the walls consisted entirely of abstract, white, three-dimensional murals. The 

menus were printed on some sort of translucent paper held between two delicate squares of glass, not 
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unlike a lightweight picture frame, and a single white rose stood in a tall stem vase on each table. Live 

piano music flowed through the room like water. Coffee was served in white china cups that made 

delicate clinking sounds when they were placed back on their white saucers. The lack of color made the 

businessmen distinct and dazzling in their brightly colored silk ties. The place was bright with daylight, 

with large, obviously soundproof plate glass windows from floor to ceiling. Below them, the chaos of the 

city streets and Central Park seemed to exist in a separate world. Looking around the room full of tables, 

Jimmy noticed that not a single woman was among the clientele.  

Jimmy and Frank joined three other senior officers of Anders & Scotsman at a large corner table. 

There was Rick Anders, his Uncle Marty’s original business partner and the co-owner of the firm, 

along with Roger Dobmeir and Oscar Dewald. Most of the conversation among the other men darted 

across the table at crisscrossing angles around Jimmy, seeming to make beelines over his head. 

Occasionally he’d be asked a question about his Princeton days, or if he was dating anyone, or where 

he’d vacationed growing up. He’d half expected this to be a sort of post-hire interview, before he 

started working on Monday morning. But no one asked anything about his professional qualifications. 

In fact, none of the men said a thing about business, oddly enough. Not until the very end, when the 

others, Frank Patterson included, turned suddenly serious and shifted their conversation for no more 

than four minutes to company business. All in all, it seemed like something that could just as well have 

been discussed over the phone.  In the back of his mind, since he had the time in silence, he added up 

his estimate of the bill. He managed to steal a glance at it when it arrived, subtly enough he thought, 

and was oddly pleased when he found he’d been right on within twenty dollars. The bill was exactly 

three hundred twenty-seven dollars and sixteen cents, before the tip. It went on a company card.  

As Frank Patterson signed the bill, Roger, Rick and Oscar entered a hushed conversation that did 

not include Jimmy. Jimmy found himself suddenly uneasy, thinking back to the day he’d made the 

decision to join the firm. The alternative had been an enticing advertising job based in Pittsburgh. It 

would have been exciting work, precisely the type of work he’d wanted to get into, and what’s more, he 

would have been only an hour from home. What made it even more enticing was that his best friend 

growing up, Phil Jefferson, was moving to Pittsburgh to take a teaching job. But the advertising gig had 
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offered less than half the starting salary that Anders & Scotsman had. Even with the higher cost of 

living he’d face in Manhattan, it was a tough offer to turn down. Starting at seventy-seven thousand at 

age twenty-two was too tough to pass up, and he’d told Phil that he couldn’t turn it down.  

But right now, as these older, established men hovered around him and talked over his head as 

though he weren’t even there, he felt a lump of regret in his chest. When they stood up and placed their 

napkins on the table, Jimmy followed suit and assumed the meeting was over. He reached to shake 

hands with the others, but Rick Anders gave him a funny look and said, “Meeting’s not over, kiddo,” 

smiling.  

 

* 

 

Instead of leaving, they proceeded to the bar, which was located in a separate room that Jimmy 

hadn’t noticed on the way in. The décor here was the inverse of the dining room—whereas that space 

had been like some celestial, ivory castle full of light, the barroom felt downright subterranean, though 

certainly no less decadent. Every surface was polished black granite or glistening ebony. The only light 

came from flickering candles on the cocktail tables and the illuminated glass bar shelves, which made 

the bottles of liquor placed upon them glow in varying hues. And as Jimmy looked over those bottles, 

he noticed that every shelf was top shelf.  

After a few very strong, very expensive drinks, ties were loosened and so were tongues. And in the 

way a young man does when in the company of other men drinking, Jimmy felt the familiar warm, 

amicable camaraderie to which he’d become accustomed at Princeton. As the liquor went to his head, 

in fact, he found himself simultaneously relieved and ecstatic that these grown men, these New York 

power players among whom he’d been cast as a newcomer, were not all that unlike him after all. At one 

distinctly comforting moment, he found himself telling a dirty joke, hunched over his drink and 

building in confidential, conspiratorial tones toward the punch line. And then, when he’d delivered it, a 

sort of delirium overcame him as they laughed not at him but very much with him. Oscar Dewald 

clapped him on the back and said, “You’re all right, kid.” 
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* 

 

And so, when two more hours had passed and Jimmy got back into the car with Frank Patterson, he 

was feeling the warm, fuzzy embrace of acceptance and accomplishment. Knowing he’d be driving, 

Frank hadn’t had much to drink, and Jimmy wondered if Frank could tell he’d had maybe just a little 

too much. Certainly not enough to be drunk—not like those days at Princeton, no way—but just 

maybe a little bit more than a new guy should have had at his first company lunch. But when he closed 

the leather-upholstered door with its satisfying thup and settled into the velvety cushion of the air-

conditioned cabin, he felt very much at ease. 

Frank pulled out of the valet spot, looking over his shoulder at the traffic coming down Park Avenue. 

The radio was still on, playing something by The Eagles, and Jimmy reached for the volume knob. As 

he turned it down, he thought he caught a not-too-friendly glare from Frank out of the corner of his eye, 

but in the microsecond it took him to turn and look at Frank, the expression—if there had been one at 

all—was gone.  

“It was a good lunch. Thank you,” said Jimmy.  

“Great restaurant. Hard to go wrong.” Frank’s voice was flat. 

Jimmy adjusted the air vent so it wasn’t blowing on his face. Was that another glance from Frank as 

he’d reached for the dashboard? “So,” he said, “Rick, Oscar and Roger seem like good guys.” 

Frank stared directly ahead, focused on his driving. “They are.” 

“I’m excited to get my office set up on Monday.” 

“Hmm.” 

They drove in silence for a moment. Then Jimmy, rather abruptly, found himself saying, “Hey. You 

know, I really enjoyed that. Thanks for taking me out. It’s good to feel like I’m part of something. I—”  

“Just stop,” said Frank as they came to a red light.  

“Excuse me?” 
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Frank turned now, while they were stopped, and looked directly at him. Jimmy noticed how odd his 

eyes were—they were devoid of color, sort of a steel gray. His voice was edgy and he spoke quickly. 

Spittle flew from his mouth. “Listen to me, you little shit. We are not pals. You are not ‘part of 

something.’ You’re here because Marty Scotsman is your uncle, and because Rick Anders, despite his 

happy marriage, dwells so deep in the closet he doesn’t even know it, and probably has a hard-on for 

you and your Ivy League swimmer’s body. That’s why you’re here.” 

Jimmy found that he’d recoiled a bit in his seat, that he was pressed against the passenger door. He 

also found that his hands were shaking. He felt sweat drip from his armpits into his sleeves.  

The light turned green, and Frank accelerated quickly as he continued. The engine growled. “And 

now, I’m gonna drop you off at your hot-shit midtown studio that you can afford because you’re 

starting twenty-percent higher than any other hire in the last five years. After I drop you off, while 

you’re up there alone on your cheap futon, reminiscing about all the college tail you’re never going to 

get anymore—because you’ll be working twenty-seven hours a day—I’m gonna go to bed with my wife 

and forget about you. And on Monday morning, when you show up all spiffy with your fresh haircut 

and shiny shoes and your fucking-new-guy monogrammed briefcase your dad bought you, I’ll shake 

your hand and introduce you to the staff and smile for your uncle. And you’ll smile back and you’ll 

squat down in your little cubicle and you’ll do your fucking-new-guy job, and that’s that. End of story. 

We are not pals.” They jolted to a stop in front of Jimmy’s building.  

Jimmy realized that he’d been holding his breath since the tirade began, which made his heart 

pound hard, like it did toward the end of a five-hundred in the pool. And still without breathing, he 

reached for the door handle, stepped out, closed the door, and stood on the curb, nearly panting for air 

as the black sedan pulled away slowly.  

Above, below, and on all sides of him the city pulsed on, the sirens and horns and engines and music 

and exhaust fans and air conditioners and millions of voices all rising to an indecipherable roar. Jimmy 

Scotsman looked around him at the throngs of people that filled the sidewalks as far as he could see in 

the darkening twilight, all of them headed somewhere, none of them making eye contact, and felt 

himself disappear. 


